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PROSOCO and Dallas Cowboys Stadium

John Pozadzides OneMansBlog.com.

Game on! -- A full house at Dallas Cowboys Stadium anxiously waits to see how the concrete slab beneath the artificial turf performs during a Cowboys football game.

M

any marvels grace the grand stadium oil and gas magnate Jerry Jones built for his Dallas Cowboys football team.
There’s the 25,000 square-foot, $40 million video scoreboard, the biggest in all sports. It has 36 million LEDs and
reaches from 20 yardline to 20 yardline.
The stadium’s main steel structural support beams each
span a quarter mile, end-to-end, and soar nearly 300 feet
above the playing field.
The 660,800 square-foot retractable roof is one of the
largest in the world.
The luxury suites carry a one-time license fee of
$150,000.
The 80,000-seat stadium cost $1.2 billion.
It’s high-tech, high-style and high price.
Yet the heart of this three million square foot sports
palace is a simple 8-inch thick, 4,000 psi, 110,000 square
foot concrete slab. During games, concerts and other events,
that’s where the action is.
Sometimes one of three kinds of artificial turf cover the

slab. Sometimes it’s exposed. But it’s always where the main
event happens.
For all that, the slab isn’t particularly special says Todd
Martin, Manhattan Construction, Dallas, who oversaw the
field’s installation.
“It’s just simple concrete” (TXI, Dallas), he said. “We
installed it in strips 20 feet wide, over two months. We had
to work around the crew hanging that big scoreboard in the
middle of the field.”
And that’s why the slab has got to be tough, Martin says.
Trucks, cranes and other vehicles, like the ones that came in
to hang that 600-ton jumbotron, drive in on the slab to erect
heavy duty scaffolding and other event equipment.
The work, traffic and events that take place on that slab
deposit a huge amount of soiling. That requires frequent
cleaning with a lot of water which, over time, can seriously
degrade a slab.
Dallas-based HKS specified Consolideck® SLX100®
Water & Oil Repellent to protect the slab. SLX100®, a silane
Continued on Page 2. See “Stadium.”
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Can you identify this project?

E-mail your answers to
gary.henry@prosoco.com, or call 800-255-4255.
Answer in the next edition!
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Gary Woltal Associate Broker REALTOR Dallas Fort Worth

Five buildings clad in tan brick and locally quarried Kasota limestone
comprise this corporate campus. Workers used Sure Klean® Vana Trol® for
the post-construction cleaning in 2000.

Construction gives the slab a work out before the first game is ever played at Dallas
Cowboys Stadium.

water-repellent modified for oil repellency, soaks into the
concrete pores and bonds with the substrate.
It won’t let liquid water in, but does let moisture
already in the concrete evaporate, a quality known as
“breathability.”
Because oil, grease and contaminant-carrying water
can’t soak in, they are cleaned up more quickly and easily
than if the slab was unprotected. SLX100® also keeps the
massive amounts of cleaning water from harming the slab.
Centennial Moisture Control, Irving, Texas applied
the SLX100®. The crews walked the slab with pump-up
sprayers, according to Centennial’s Project Manager Guion
Mayes. “It was a simple job,” he said. But like the slab
installers, they had to work around the technicians still
fine-tuning the giant scoreboard 90 feet above.
In addition to the slab, Centennial Moisture Control
applied Consolideck® LS® (lithium-silicate) hardener/
densifier to about 550,000 square feet of service-area
concrete flooring in hallways and storage. LS makes the
concrete harder and denser by filling the concrete pores
with the tough calcium silicate hydrate that makes concrete
hard to begin with.
Interior walls got some PROSOCO protection too. A
Centennial Moisture Control crew treated 109,400 square
feet of burnished block walls in public areas with Sure
Klean® Weather Seal Blok-Guard® & Graffiti Control. This
breathable treatment fills the masonry’s pores so graffiti
media can’t penetrate. It stays on the surface for easy
removal.
“We installed samples for the Cowboys Stadium reps to
mark on, then remove,” Mr. Mayes recalled. “Then I got a
call that the product didn’t work!” But it was a mistake.
“The reps had marked on an untreated part of the wall,”
he said. “I’m not sure how they cleaned it. But we retested
in the right place and everyone was satisfied with the
results.”
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All that glitters is not chrome

The Harley-Davidson
showroom, with its

Then, the crew from
Junior’s Concrete patched
and filled the grooves,
cracks and spalls. They
re-cut the flooring joints,
cleaned them out and recaulked.
They filled the 20-foot
trench with high-strength
grout, seeded with
aggregate, Junior said.
Repairs complete, the
techs switched to resin
diamonds of 50, 100 and
200 to complete smoothing
the surface in much the
same way ever-finer grits of
sand paper smooth wood.
“Metal” and “resin” refer
to the matrix that holds the
tiny industrial diamonds
in the grinding treads. The
metal matrix holds the
diamonds more firmly
and so achieves a more
aggressive cut. They’re
used when the main
purpose is to remove stock

Photos courtesy of Jim Sander

gleaming, colorful highpowered machines was a
delight to the eye.
As long as you didn’t
look down.
If you did, you’d see
a tired, dirty mish-mash
of threadbare carpet and
worn-out rubber tiles. In
the halls and adjoining
spaces, chipped coats
of failing brown epoxy
disfigured rough concrete
flooring that looked bad
to start.
That was the flooring
story at the Kearney Mesa
location of San Diego
Harley-Davidson. It was
so bad the management
called Junior’s Concrete,
Descanso, Calif., in
October, to put in a new
Floor and bikes both gleam at the Kearney Mesa Harley-Davidson
floor.
“I recommended densified dealership in San Diego.
polished concrete floors,”
and level concrete floors.
owner Junior Tejada said.
The crews use resin bond diamonds once the floor is level,
He called fellow concrete professional Jim Sander, Jim
and
the object is to smooth and polish.
Sander Company, El Cajon, to do the initial grinding. The pair
With
the floors flat, smooth and repaired, the workers
had previously worked together on jobs at San Diego Airport.
prepped for polishing with an application of Consolideck® LS/
Using a ride-on stripping machine fitted with a razor-sharp
CS® hardener/densifier. As grinding and repairs wrapped up
1/8th inch piece of spring steel of Jim Sander’s design they tore
on each thousand-square-foot section, they spray-applied the
up the old carpet and tile in the showroom. The glue under the
treatment, and spread it with microfiber applicators.
tiles was liquefied.
LS/CS® hardens and densifies concrete by filling the
“Irrigation water flowed under the building,” Jim Sander
concrete pores with rock-hard calcium silicate hydrate – the
explained. “Moisture came up through the slab and the glue
same durable material that makes concrete hard to begin with.
never dried. That’s the same reason the epoxy on the concrete
Along with being more abrasion- and stain-resistant, the
failed and why you could see a white powder under the epoxy.”
The concrete in the hallways and stock and rental rooms was hardened concrete polishes faster and more easily.
Because the treatment penetrates easily and rapidly, there’s
also in terrible shape, Junior said. Spalls, cracks and mysterious
no scrubbing in or flushing excess, as with older potassium- and
grooves, about 1/16th – 1/8th of an inch deep, and about 10
sodium-silicate hardener/densifiers, so jobs go quicker.
inches apart scarred the floor. He believed the damage was
The dealership’s concrete floors in particular had no trouble
from an attempt to “texture” the floor by shot-blasting, years
absorbing the LS/CS®.
before.
“They were really thirsty,” Jim said. “Many areas still looked
A trench about an inch deep, two feet wide and 20 feet long
dry after application, so we reapplied.”
– from an old plumbing repair – also ran through the floor.
Jim explained that the floor should still look damp after the
Trying to smooth the pitted surface, someone slathered on
application. That tells you the treatment has soaked in and is
heavy coats of epoxy.
reacting evenly, he said. That’s important for an even polish.
In all, there was about 10,000 square feet of old concrete in
Within an hour of application, the techs were back at work,
the showroom facility, and another 10,000 in similar shape in a
their machines, fitted with polishing resins, growling across the
nearby storage building.
floors. They took the hardened/densified floors up to a shiny
Jim brought in heavy artillery – two 3,400-pound terrazzo
800-grit polish.
grinders of his own design. The monstrous machines, about
The gleaming floors then got a micro-thin coating of
three times the weight of standard walk-behinds, easily leveled
and smoothed the marred surfaces.
Consolideck® LSGuard®.
Working in thousand-square-foot sections, the Jim Sander
The tough protective coating, which never has to be
crew cut through the concrete and epoxy, starting with
stripped, bears the “LS” prefix because it also contains lithiumaggressive 30-grit metal diamonds. In succession, they moved
silicate. It further hardens and densifies the finished floor, while
up to 50-grit and 100-grit.
Continued on Page 4. See “Glitter.”
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New concrete colors
work indoors and out.
PROSOCO’s new Consolideck Concrete Flooring Color System
is a comprehensive package for coloring any concrete floor, steel
®

troweled to highly polished, indoors or out.
The palette includes 19 ColorHard colors for one-step hardening,
densifying and coloring unpolished concrete; and 18 GemTone Stains
for polished concrete. The water-reduced environmentally friendly
colors can be used with each other, or with any other concrete flooring
color product to create an infinite variety of color tones, effects and
designs.
ColorHard, a solution with finely ground pigments, is mixed with
Consolideck® LS® hardener/densifier, making a one-step colorhardener for concrete floors. Many ColorHard colors are suitable for
outdoors.
ColorHard is made for floors processed up to a 200-grit resin
diamond finish or lower.
GemTone Stains are for coloring polished concrete, generally
considered to be finished to a 400-grit resin diamond finish or higher.
Used as directed, the system’s colors are permanent and stable in
the face of traffic and weather. Easy application is nothing more than
spraying on, then spreading with a micro-fiber applicator. Colored
floors are ready for traffic or further treatment after an hour. The
color system is supported by and compatible with a full range of
Consolideck® prep, specialty and maintenance cleaners; topcoats, and
protective treatments.
These high-performance colors help create unlimited options for
everyone involved in creating colorful, finished, decorative concrete
floors.

Q &A

True queries from the files of PROSOCO Customer Care
Q. The coating we used on our concrete floors didn’t
adhere and has to be replaced. It’s a mess. Can you
help?
A. Your first step, of course, is to remove the failed
coating. There are two Consolideck® products that
can help you do that - Wax & Cure Remover for
low-solids coatings, and Cure & Seal Remover for
high-solids coatings. If you’re not sure which you’ve
got, test Wax & Cure Remover first. When the failed
coating is gone, clean the floor with Consolideck®
LS
Klean Super Concentrate to remove any trace
of residue. Let the floor dry. Now you are back to
the starting line and can proceed in any direction
you like, including polishing and/or coloring the
floor. Whatever you decide to do, it’s a good idea to
harden/densify the floor. Consolideck® LS® or LS/
CS® will make your concrete more abrasion-resistant,
and less absorbent for water, dirt, and other contaminants. You should still apply a protective treatment.
Consolideck® SLX100® Water & Oil Repellent is
a penetrating, breathable treatment for floors that
are suceptible to spills of food, chemicals and water.
It’s simply sprayed or brushed on. Consolideck®
LS
Guard® is a topically applied treatment you
burnish on. Friction heat from the burnishing
“melds” LSGuard® into the concrete pores. You
will NOT have adherence failure. The “LS” prefix
refers to the fact that it contains lithium-silicate
for an added hardening/densifying effect. Along
with a measure of protection, LSGuard® also “pops”
the shine, even on concrete that hasn’t been highly
polished.

Need some help?
Call Customer Care toll-free at 800-255-4255.
Rhonda Green, PROSOCO

Daylight gleams on polished concrete colored with
GemTone Stains.

“Glitter” from Page 3.
enhancing the shine.
The crews spray-applied the LSGuard® and spread it ultra-thin with
micro-fiber applicators. They burnished it in at 3,000 rpm with propane
burnishers. The burnishing creates friction-heat, melding the LSGuard®
into the concrete.
Breathable LSGuard® lets moisture from below pass through, while
controlling penetration of liquid water from above.

The San Diego branch of Border Construction
Specialties, Phoenix, Ariz., supplied the LS/CS®,
LS
Guard®, and other materials.
With two shifts running, the project took 10 days,
Jim said. The dealership stayed open.
“We worked around it,” commented Mike
Willer, the dealership’s general sales manager.
“We were a little hampered compared to our other
locations,” he said. But it was worth it. We love the
floors. They’re low-maintenance. They look like
some kind of beautiful, expensive granite or marble
countertop. They really improve the brightness of the
store.”
And maybe it was just coincidence, but Mike
reports that on a typical Saturday his team sells five or
six bikes.
On the first Saturday after Junior’s Concrete and
Jim Sander Company did their stuff, Mike said, the
Kearney Mesa Harley-Davidson dealership sold 11
bikes.
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Profiles
Bartle Hall, Kansas City, MO.
Wikipedia

Bartle Hall, Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City’s Bartle Hall Exhibit Center features one of the world’s
biggest column-free exhibit spaces at 388,000 square feet. But
stains and scuffs marred the epoxy coated floor.

Grinding continues, but dry, and with finer,
higher-grit diamond grinding pads.

Location:
Project:
Contractor:

Hardening/densifying with Consolideck® LS
after grinding increases the floor’s resistance to
abrasion and staining.

Aggressive wet-grinding strips the
epoxy and smooths out the concrete.
The floor had originally been shotblasted to help the epoxy adhere.
Work began in September 2009.

Hardening/densifying also helps with the next step
-- polishing the concrete with ever-finer-grit diamond
polishing pads. Hardened/densified concrete polishes
faster and better.

Kansas City, Mo.
Floor rehab
Preferred Concrete Polishing,
Kernersville, N.C.

PROSOCO Products Used

Consolideck® LS®
Concrete
Lewis Block & Supply Co.
Kansas City, Mo.
Substrate:
Distributor:

The polished floor gleams with a 1,500-grit resin-diamond finish. Work wrapped up in October 2009. Along with its Consolideck® floors, Bartle Hall is known for
its four “Sky Station” art deco pylons, a famous feature of the Kansas City Skyline. A 2004-2007 expansion earned Bartle Hall a LEED® Silver certification.
--floor photos by John Young, PROSOCO
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Fax Back

If you would like more information about anything mentioned in this newsletter,
ﬁll out the form below and fax back to 1-888-343-2991.
Or mail your requests to Editor, PROSOCO Inc. 3741 Greenway Circle, Lawrence, KS 66046
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